ABSTRACT:

The environment has been conceded as a source of influence on the individual’s behavior. Researchers have made few fastidious attempts to traverse the influences of an organization’s discernment on the behavior of employee. In India, workers are facing various issues such as low level of motivation emanating in low mettle, which bears an impingement on performance. It’s a defiance for the managers to the most efficacious culture for their organization. A positive culture would amend the performance of an organization in different course of action such as placing constraints on the individual’s freedom of choice and bestowing a source of reward and punishment. Many Authors have instituted that the concept of culture is the key to meliorate organizational effectiveness and also advocates that culture influences the degree of job gratification. Culture frolics a significant role in employee detainment. In private sector employee is not annexed with their jobs as Hiring & Firing are the basic segments of organization. This paper is totally engrossed upon the working conditions of employees in a private sector and endeavors to suggest some points on job solidity. So it is to influence the employee work hard with free mind.
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Introduction :-

Organizational culture nails a noteworthy portrayal in any organization whether working in a public or private fragment. A realistic avenue can be envisioned and flourished in the realm of enhancing organizational rendering only after having diagnosed and comprehend the abiding organizational gentility of a given society. Organizational culture is well diagnosed measure which helps in apprehending the organization’s professed propriety for the employee’s incentive, enlivening and contentment with their job. It is forecasted contentment with their job. It is anticipated that a content, gleeful, enthused, stimulated and prompted employees would be more prolific, creative, reliable and devoted to the employer organization. The cut throat nature of foil in a private company can be aggravating. Good employees sometimes required armament from bad supervisors and bad directorate. In private sector the corporate power is germinating as they can hire and fire the employees under an Employment-at-will system. As sophisticated new technologies apparent to automate human endeavors, the employment potential for future workers is bound to decrepitude. Last but not the least employees are also confronting income disproportion as these sectors entraps more on profit maximization rather on employees incentives and job conciliation. Johnson & Scholes(1999) given a veritable definition of organizational culture as, ‘It is comprised of fundamental principles, postulations and convictions that are shared by members of an organization.’ The world is wavering at a very fast pace and so does the workers of economies, markets, investments and organizations. Correspondingly organizations are bringing a drastic reorient in their traditional set up of autocratic nature and now they are operating towards and espousing more democratic organizational norms by delegating accountabilities to lower level as well as by encouraging entanglement from all sectors and departments. The working environment of private sector is not a five-finger exercise affair anymore, now it is added diversified and intricated. Organizational culture plays an imperative ingénue of a backbone in any organization.

OBJECTIVES :-

1. To figure out the thinking criterion of employees and employers.
2. To understand the vantage point towards each other.
3. To govern the behavioral working ornamentation of employees.
4. To scrutinize the job stability and job satisfaction among Indian employees.
5. To conceptualize the organizational culture in India.

Measurement of Job Satisfaction:

Job satisfaction was measured using five point Likert scale. A single item on five-point rating scale ranging from highly dissatisfied to highly satisfied was taken. These items were :
(1) Communication & information flow,
(2) Interpersonal relationship,
(3) Participation in decision making,
(4) The job itself,
(5) Degree of motivation for the job,
(6) Career Opportunities,
(7) Job security,
(8) Involvement & identification with organizational Goals
(9) Flexibility & independence,
(10) Innovation & Technology,
(11) Extent of personal growth & development,

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY :-

The research data has been excluded from Secondary resources like Journals, Internet, Books etc.

SCOPE OF STUDY :-

To have a vigor knowledge of the topic. Job is not only ‘Just Obey the Boss’ but it provides internal contentment. The organization can further perk up themselves with more benefits and facilities to trounce the drawback and improve the feat level of employees. This study also helps to make a healthier managerial decision to the company.

COMMON PROBLEMS IN ORGANISATION :-

1. Poor recompense and recognition can leads to weakens their fidelity to work properly and perfectly.
2. Less opportunities for extension and exaltation can lead to demotivated employees.
3. Mistreating people and governing them by threats and embarrassing leads to employees aversion.
4. Obstructive work environment like non-acceptance by colleagues, too much politics can lead to despondency in the employees mind.
5. No job security can lead the employee to peripheral commitment to work for the grail of organization.

SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE JOB STABILITY :-

1. Genuine recognition of work life issues and it should be directed by Board and important officials of the company, so as to frame employees morale and also build people centered organizations.
2. Board should instigate the reward system which will be of help to them and also contrive some support programs to improve the commitment to work efficiently and effectively.
3. There should be flaccidity in working schedule so that professional and personal life can be managed conjointly easily.
4. Delegation is a crucial element of organizational structure. People want indulgence to work in their own and if they are entitled to do so, it enhances the excellence in everything they do.
5. Employers should pillar their staff and should give a job detention security to them.
6. If organizations will give some sake (insurance scheme, free education etc.) to the employees family, it will help them in job atonement and encouragement for better peculiar work.

CONCLUSION :-

It can be mainly ceased that there should be healthy relations between both employer and employees. Both should apprehend each other. Employees should work according to the rules and regulations for the account of the organization and employer should accomodate handsome facilities and benefits for the betterment of employees, so that both can work peacefully for the development and expansion of organization and country. It will also help in cerebral satisfaction among employees and employers. It will also help in attaining the goals of organizations.
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